
direct@gautierantoine.com Antoine GAUTIER gautierantoine.com

+34 631-31-53-31 Web Developer linkedin.com/in/Gautier-Antoine
Barcelona, Spain WordPress  PHP  React/ / github.com/Gautier-Antoine

Web Developer with 4+ years of experience in creating WordPress websites. Proven ability to drive a project 
from scratch, with a focus on resources, responsiveness and accessibility. Finding the best compromise for 
the users is an ongoing process, that requires constant research and improvement.

    EXPERIENCES    

TappWater    tappwater.co - Barcelona, Spain

Web Developer  Remote Contract/  Jan 2023  Jan 2024/
 

In charge of the eCommerce multisite running with WordPress and WooCommerce, I have been developing 
a Full Site Editing theme to improve usability. Being the only developer internally, I’ve been implementing 
guidelines, version control, and coding standards for the third party developers. I have worked on 
refactoring the code of custom plugins, and gained 10-15  in each category of Google LightHouse analysis. %

Orchestrated    orchestrated.ca - Hamilton, Canada

Web Developer  Remote Contract/  Mar 2021  Dec 2022/

In charge of the WordPress projects (27), I focused on creating our own custom theme instead of a page 
builder. This helped me remove unnecessary plugins and cutting down my monthly maintenance by 30 . %
As the quality increased, it converted in a jump of 12  in the sells of customized theme.%

RBM Architecture - rbm-architecture.ca
 Made a Gutenberg Block for a GoogleMap that loads the information from a CPT, and for a Slider.
 Created a plugin to import the information of the CPT from an Excel document (using CSV file).

Architect’s Corner - architectscorner.ca
 By reusing the code, I reduced production time by 50  allowing us to focus on new functionalities.%
 Compared to Page Builders, Google LightHouse statistics improved by 10-30   reaching 95 to 100 . % %

Hamilton Community Foundation - hamiltoncommunityfoundation.ca
 I had to implement custom loops for CPT’s in multiple pages by creating a Gutenberg Block.

MGR Workforce  – mgrworkforce.com job-postings/ /
 Build a Plugin to realize CRUD operations on a CPT, by reading an API.
 Implemented Schema Markups in the CPT, which improved the visibility by 13 .%

Your Life Counts     yourlifecounts.org -Toronto, Canada

Lead Web Developer  Remote Volunteer/  Apr 2020  Now/
 Leading a team of Web Developers & Designers to improve and maintain the websites.
 Implementing workflows and processes, to improve autonomy of everyone.

Projects    
TricksList - chillax.tv TL/ / 2018
 Created a “To-do-list like” dedicated to skateboarding tricks using vanilla PHP  MySQL./

Chillax.tv - chillax.tv 2013
 Rebranded a skateboarding blog and developed a WordPress Theme.

  

    SKILLS    
  

Languages: PHP, JavaScript, MySQL, TypeScript Librabries: jQuery, React, Node.js, Ionic
Administration: CPanel, DigitalOcean, Docker, Valet  Version Control: Git, BitBucket, SubVersioN
Others: Bash, CLI, SSH  Tools: Composer, NPM
 

    LANGUAGES        HOBBIES    

French: Native / English: Fluent / Spanish: Intermediate Skateboarding, BackCountry Camping
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